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Adaptive Distributed Beamforming for Relay
Networks based on Local Channel State
Information
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Rahim Tafazolli

Abstract. Most of the existing distributed beamforming
algorithms for relay networks require global channel state
information (CSI) at relay nodes and the overall computational
complexity is high. In this paper, a new class of adaptive
algorithms is proposed which can achieve a globally optimum
solution by employing only local CSI. A reference signal based
(RSB) scheme is first derived, followed by a constant modulus
(CM) based scheme when the reference signal is not available.
Considering individual power transmission constraint at each
relay node, the corresponding constrained adaptive algorithms
are also derived as an extension. An analysis of the overhead
and stepsize range for the derived algorithms are then provided
and the excess mean square error (EMSE) for the RSB
case is studied based on the energy reservation method. As
demonstrated by our simulation results, a better performance
has been achieved by our proposed algorithms and they have
a very low computational complexity and can be implemented
on low cost and low processing power devices.
Keywords. Distributed beamforming, relay networks, constant modulus, mean square error, channel state information
I. I NTRODUCTION
Distributed beamforming is a collaborative communication
technique using a relay network consisting of two or more
nodes forwarding the message from a transmitter to an intended receiver when there is no direct link between them or
the link is so weak that it cannot support the minimum required
quality of service (QoS) [1], [2], [3], [4]. It can not only
improve the QoS significantly, especially for communications
through poor channel, but also provide benefits of increased
range, data rate or energy efficiency [3], [5], [6]. There are
generally three classes of relay design schemes: amplify-andforward (AF) [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], decoded-and-forward (DF)
[8], [10], and compress-and-forward (CF) [11], [12]. The
AF approach is particularly of interest and has been studied
extensively in literature due to its simplicity in both algorithm
design and implementation aspects. In this paper we only focus
on the AF-based scheme.
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Based on different assumptions on the knowledge of the
channel state information (CSI), maximizing output signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) and minimizing mean square error (MMSE)
are two commonly used design criteria for AF-based distributed beamformers. For the former one: with the assumption
that perfect instantaneous CSI of both links (from source to
the relay nodes and from relay nodes to destination) is known,
[13] solved the optimal power control problem with each
individual relay constraint for both with and without direct
link scenarios. The optimal distributed beamforming problem
with total and individual power constraints are presented and
solved in [14]. Based on the second (2nd) order statistics of
the CSI, [15] proposed two algorithms with different design
objectives: minimization of the total transmit power, subject to
the receiver QoS constraint, and maximizing the receiver SNR
subject to two different types of power constraints. The work
was then extended to two-way communication systems [16],
and multiple peer-to-peer communications based on a common
relay network [17]. With partial CSI, [18] proposed a worstcase optimization robust algorithm against the error in relay to
destination coefficients with the consideration that the source
to relay coefficient could be estimated more accurately. In [19],
a robust distributed beamforming algorithm is presented by
considering not only the channel estimation error, but also the
CSI outdate factor. Another robust scheme was proposed in
[20] for source to relay transmission based on a relay network
with each node equipped with an antenna array. However,
all of the proposed algorithms have a high computational
complexity, which may not be practical for a relay network
mainly consisting of low processing power mobile handsets.
Based on the MMSE criterion, [21] proposed a multi-sensor
strategy that achieves the MMSE performance subject to either
local or global power constraints, and with some reasonable
approximations. Furthermore, the authors proved that as the
number of relay sensors (M ) increases, the average power
usage per node and the total power consumption will drop in
the magnitude of O(M 2 ) and O(M ), respectively. When M
is large, the proposed distributed beamforming scheme can be
performed with local CSI approximately. Based on the same
design criterion (MMSE), in [22], [23], a joint channel estimation and distributed beamforming scheme with two suboptimal
solutions was proposed with local CSI. A convergence analysis
was provided for adaptive relay beamforming schemes that
can be reformulated within the random search framework in
[24], and two sufficient conditions are derived for a guaranteed
convergence of the underlying adaptive algorithms.
In this paper, considering MMSE criterion, a reference
signal based (RSB) distributed beamforming scheme with
associated adaptive algorithms is proposed with local CSI only
by estimating the destination received data through a feedback
link to the relay network. The main advantage is that only
local CSI is required to achieve a globally optimum solution
without any approximation due to the feedback data from the
destination contains the global information. Based on the same
signal transmission structure, we further study the case where
the reference signal is not available and derive a class of
constant modulus based (CMB) adaptive beamforming algorithms. Considering individual power transmission constraint
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A distributed beamforming structure for relay networks.

At the n-th snapshot and i-th relay, the received signal is
zi [n] = fi s[n] + ni [n] with s and ni [n] being the transmitted
signal and noise at the i-th relay, respectively. The signal
power E{|s[n]|2 } = σs2 . To simply the expression in the
derived algorithms, we assume noise power at all relay nodes
are the same, i.e. E{|ni [n]|2 } = σn2 . However, the proposed
algorithms are not restricted by this assumption. In a vector
form, we have
z[n] = f s[n] + n[n] ,
(1)
where z = [z1 [n], · · · , zM [n]]T , f = [f1 , · · · , fM ]T and n =
[n1 [n], · · · , nM [n]]T .
In the AF relay scheme, zi [n] is weighted by w̃i∗ [n] before
forwarding to the destination, which can be expressed as
x[n] = w̃∗ [n] ⊙ (f s[n] + n[n]) ,

at each relay node, the corresponding constrained adaptive
algorithms are then derived as an extension. The overhead for
the proposed adaptive algorithms are analyzed and compared
with an existing 2nd-order statistics based algorithm. Then
the stepsize ranges for the derived algorithms are provided
and the excess MSE (EMSE) for the RSB case is studied
based on the energy reservation method. All of the proposed
algorithms have extremely low computational complexity, and
can be implemented on low cost and low processing power
devices.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, the MMSE-based distributed beamforming model is introduced and the traditional global CSI based algorithms are
provided. The proposed adaptive beamforming algorithms for
both unconstrained and constrained approaches are derived in
Section III. The overhead, computational complexity, convergence range of stepsize and EMSE of the proposed algorithms
are analyzed in Section IV. Simulations are provided in
Section V and conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
Notation: Vectors and matrices are denoted by uppercase
and lowercase bold letters. {·}H , {·}T , {·}∗ are Hermitian
conjugate, transpose and conjugate operations, respectively.
E{·} denotes the√expectation operation. I is the identity
matrix and j = −1. ⊙ denote the element-wise (SchurHadamard) multiplication of two vectors. We also define the
vector l1 = [1, 1, · · · , 1]T with proper dimension.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
Consider a wireless network with a source S, a destination
D, and a relay network consisting of M available nodes with
each equipped with a single antenna for up- and down-link
communications, as shown in Fig. 1. The channel is assumed
to be fixed during the relay beamforming process. Due to poor
channel condition, there is no direct link between the source
and the destination. The message is sent from the source to the
destination through the relay network with two steps: first, the
source sends the signal to all of the available relay nodes with
an attenuation coefficient fi for the ith relay; then the received
signal by each relay node will be weighted by a complex
coefficient w̃i∗ and then forwarded to the destination.

(2)

where x[n]
=
[x1 [n], · · · , xM [n]]T and w̃[n]
=
T
[w1 [n], · · · , wM [n]] . With the relay to destination
coefficient
PM gi [n], the destination received signal
y[n] = i=1 gi xi [n] + η[n] is a linear mixture of xi [n] with
additive noise η ∼ CN (0, ση2 ), i.e.
y[n] = gT (w̃∗ [n] ⊙ f )s[n] + gT (w̃∗ [n] ⊙ n[n]) + η[n](3)
where g = [g1 , · · · , gM ]T . Since g and w̃∗ [n] are exchangeable, we can rewrite (3) as
y[n] =
=

w̃H [n](g ⊙ f )s[n] + w̃H [n](g ⊙ n[n]) + η[n]

w̃H [n]t[n] + η[n] ,

(4)

with
t[n] = (g ⊙ f )s[n] + (g ⊙ n[n]) = g ⊙ x[n] .

(5)

For the power unconstrained MMSE-based method, the
optimum solution can be obtained by solving the following
optimization problem:
min fo = Ekr[n] − y[n]k2
w

=

Ekr[n] − w̃H [n]t[n] − η[n]k2 ,

(6)

where r[n] is a reference signal available to all relay nodes,
which can be any scaled version of the transmitted signal s[n],
i.e., r[n] = c · s[n] with c being a nonzero constant.
A well-known adaptive solution to (6) is given by
w[n + 1] = w[n] + µe∗ [n]t[n] ,

(7)

with µ being the stepsize and e[n] = r[n]− y[n]. One problem
with the solution in (7) is that e[n] is unknown in distributed
relay networks since the destination received data y[n] is
unknown at the nodes.
Alternatively, if the 2nd order statistics of the signals are
available (or can be estimated), we can use the standard Wiener
solution to solve the problem, and the optimum coefficient
vector wo is given by [25], [26]
wo = R−1
tt rtr ,

(8)

where Rtt = E{t[n]tH [n]} and rtr = E{r∗ [n]t[n]}. Using
(5), we have Rtt = E{t[n]tH [n]} = σs2 Gff H GH + σv2 GGH
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and rtr = σs2 Gf , where G = diag(g). Substituting them into
(8) leads to the following result
wo = σs2 (σs2 Gff H GH + σv2 GGH )−1 Gf .

(9)

One clear problem with (9) is that the calculation of the
relay coefficients for each node can not be realised in a
truly distributed manner since it requires the global channel
coefficients (both f and g) at each relay node. Ideally we need
a central node to collect all the CSI and calculate the optimum
solution and then send them to each relay node. Assume the
destination is selected as the central node. The channels from
relay nodes to destination can be estimated at the destination.
However, the channel coefficients from source to relay nodes
(f ) should also be collected, which could be done by each
relay node transmitting with a scheme similar to AF1 .
Specifically, fi will be treated in a similar way as the
reference signal transmitted by a communication system for
CSI estimation. It is forwarded by the relay node to destination over the noisy channel gi , which is assumed already
perfectly known at the central node. Then the received channel
coefficients data can be written as fˆi = gi fi + ǫi , where
ǫi ∼ N (0, σǫ2 ) is the additive noise. The estimation of
fi can be achieved using the MMSE receiver as fe,i =
gi∗ fˆi /(|gi |2 + σǫ2 ), which could be written in a vector form
as fe = [fe,1 , · · · , fe,M ]T . The calculated beamformer at
the destination in terms of estimated fe can be written as
wD = σs2 (σs2 Gfe feH GH + σv2 GGH )−1 Gfe .
The corresponding elements of wD (i.e. wD,i ) will be
fed back from destination to each relay node. Suppose each
node receive a noisy coefficient over the channel gi as ŵi =
gi wD,i + εi with εi ∼ N (0, σε2 ) being the noise. Similarly,
the estimation of wD,i at each relay node can be written as
wR,i = gi∗ ŵi /(|gi |2 + σε2 ), and in a vector form,
wR =

g ∗ ⊙ wD
.
(g ⊙ g∗ + σǫ2 11 )

(10)

Thus, in order to achieve the cooperation gain in a distributed
relay network, two estimation errors are introduced, which
may lead to performance degradation, as will be shown in
our simulations later.

the amplified signal x[n] is forwarded to the destination; an
extra slot is required for the destination to broadcast the last
snapshot it received (y[n]) back to the relay network, which
is the third stage. Certainly this new stage will reduce the
overall data rate. However, as discussed later, after the learning
process converges, less and less feedback is needed and this
third stage could be removed. While in case the relay node can
work in a double-duplex mode, the proposed scheme could be
realised by a two time slots strategy. In the first stage, the
source sends signal s[n] to the relay network. In the second
stage, the amplified signal is forwarded to the destination;
meanwhile, the destination is broadcasting the last snapshot
it received back to the relay network. In either case, we can
write the received feedback at relay node as
ỹ[n] = gy[n] + v[n] .

Notice here ỹ[n] = [ỹ1 [n], · · · , ỹM [n]]T with ỹi [n] being
the i-th node received data, and v[n] is the noise vector with
each element vi [n] ∼ CN (0, σv2 ). An estimate of the true data
y[n] by using the known feedback ỹ[n] and a set of coefficients
u is given by:
ȳ[n] = u ⊙ ỹ[n] ,

To overcome the problem with traditional relay beamforming design, in this section, we propose a new data transmission
scheme that employs only the local CSI for each relay node.
In this scheme, we estimate the received data at destination
and then broadcast the estimation to all of the relay nodes.
Depending on the duplex status of the involved relay nodes,
the transmission schemes are different. With half-duplex relay
nodes, different from the traditional AF distributed beamforming where two time slots are used, at the first and the second
stages, the source sends signal s[n] to the relay network and
1 A scheme similar to DF can be applied to the transmission of the channel
coefficients f from relay nodes to destination. However, this option may lead
to a larger latency, extra complexity (e.g. quantization, modulation, channel
coding, etc.) and overhead (e.g. channel coding). For fair comparison, the
same AF process is also adopted by the proposed adaptive algorithms.

(12)

u = [u1 , · · · , uM ]T and ui is the weight coefficient of the ith
node. Note here the channel estimation errors are not taken
into consideration. Two schemes will be proposed in the next
to solve the problem: a reference signal based (RSB) scheme
and a constant modulus based (CMB) blind scheme.
A. Reference Signal Based (RSB) Scheme
The RSB scheme is characterized by the optimization
problem
1
min fr =
Ekr[n]11 − u ⊙ ỹ[n]k2
w,u
M
M
X
1
=
min
E|r[n] − ui ỹi [n]|2 .
(13)
M wi ,ui i=1
By substituting (11) and (4) into (13), taking the gradient of
fr with respect to w∗ and setting it to zero, we have
X
X
∂fr
2
=
|u
g
|
R
w
−
ui gi rtr = 0 .
i
i
tt
∂w∗
i=1
i=1
M
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(11)

M

Then we can solve w as a function of ui
PM
ui gi
w = PMi=1
R−1 rtr .
2 tt
|u
g
|
i i
i=1

(14)

(15)

To solve the unknown ui in equation (15), we minimize the
following cost function E|r[n] − y[n]|2 , which is the same as
(6) and to achieve the MMSE at the destination, the solution
of (15) must be the same as (8), which implies that
PM
i=1 ui gi
=1.
(16)
PM
2
i=1 |ui gi |

Since equation (16) is an underdetermined equation, the solutions is not unique. One of particular interest is
ur,i = 1/gi ,

(17)
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where the subscript {}r denote the solution to the RSB
algorithm. Substituting (17) into (14), we have the following
RSB adaptive distributed beamforming algorithm
1
(18)
wr,i [n + 1] = wr,i [n] + µr (r[n] − ỹi [n])∗ ti [n] ,
gi
PM
with µr being the stepsize. Note that
i=1 ui gi and
PM
2
i=1 |ui gi | are canceled out in the adaptive algorithm, which
means only local CSI is needed and for each node, the update
of its coefficient does not need CSI related to any other node
in the relay. Equation (18) can be expressed in a vector form
as
11
wr [n + 1] = wr [n] + µr (r[n] ⊙ l1 −
⊙ ỹ[n])∗ ⊙ t[n] (19)
g
B. Constant Modulus Based (CMB) Scheme
The RSB scheme is based on knowledge of a reference
signal (r[n]) at each relay node. When r[n] is unavailable, but
the transmitted signals have a constant modulus (for example:
phase modulated signals) [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], the
CMB scheme can be employed for distributed beamforming.
Generally, a CMB algorithm is derived by minimizing the
following cost function [32], [33]
min E{(hp − |y[n]|p )q } ,
w

(20)

where h is modulus of the desired signal and can normally be
set as 1, and p and q are positive integers and generally chosen
to be 1 or 2. For different values of p and q, the performance
of the derived algorithms are different. [34] has shown that
for the case of p = q = 2 the algorithm can achieve the
best performance and in this paper, we will only consider this
scenario.
Since y[n] is unknown in (20), replacing it by its estimation
ui ỹ[n] with p = q = 2, (20) changes to
min E{(1 − |ui ỹ[n]|2 )2 } .

w,ui

(21)

There are no closed-form solutions to the problem and here
we provide three adaptive solutions.
1) Separate optimal constant modulus based (SCMB): In
this solution, we first obtain the optimal solution for u and
ȳ[n] based on the MMSE criterion, and then replace y[n] by
ȳi [n] at each node to find the final weight vector iteratively.
Suppose that each note i knows its own relay to destination
coefficient gi and the power of the noise σv2 . Then, the
original y[n] can be estimated at each node by minimizing
the following cost function,
min E|ui ỹi [n] − y[n]|2
ui

for i = 1, · · · , M , (22)

where ui is the coefficient at the i-th node to estimate y[n].
Taking the gradient of (22) with respect to ui then setting it
to zero, we have
E(ui ỹi [n] − y[n])ỹi∗ [n] = 0 .

(23)

Substituting equations (4) and (11) into (23) and noticing that
E(ỹi [n]ỹi [n]∗ ) = E|ỹi [n]|2 = |gi |2 σy2 + σv2
E(yi [n]ỹi∗ [n]) = gi∗ σy2 ,

(24)

with σy2 = E|y[n]|2 , the coefficients can be given as
us,i =

gi∗ σy2
,
|gi |2 σy2 + σv2

(25)

where the subscript {}s in us,i denotes the separate CMB
algorithm. Then the estimation ȳ[n] of y[n] at each node can
be written as
gi∗ σs2
ỹi [n] .
(26)
ȳs,i [n] = us,i ỹi [n] =
|gi |2 σs2 + σv2

Due to presence of noise, the estimations ȳs,i [n] for i =
1, · · · , M of y[n] have different values at each relay sensors.
However, all of the ȳs,i [n] at different nodes have the same
second-order parameters. Note that for each node with different ȳ[n], we can formulate a similar cost function as (21) and
find the corresponding solution w(i) [n + 1] as follows
ws(i) [n + 1] = ws(i) [n] + µs bs,i [n]t[n] ,
where µs is the stepsize, the superscript
vector calculated at node i, and

(i)

(27)

denotes the weight

∗
[n] .
bs,i [n] = ui gi (1 − |ȳs,i [n]|2 )ȳs,i

(28)

(i)
ws [n

Similarly, the weight vectors
+ 1] calculated at
different node are different, each corresponding to a set of
suboptimal solution. However, we will prove in the next that
the differences of weight vectors calculated at each node with
different ui , gi are very small based on the assumption that
the noise power σv2 is small compared with signal power.
Taking the expectation of bs,i [n] and using E(v[n]) = 0, we
have
E{bs,i [n]}

= |us,i |2 |gi |2 E{y ∗ [n](1

− |us,i |2 |gi |2 |y[n]|2 − σv2 )} .

(29)

When n → ∞, we can use the approximation |y[n]|n→∞ ≈
1. Substituting it into (29) and with (25), we have
E{bs,i [n]}n→∞ ≈ |us,i |2 |gi |2 E{y ∗ [n]}(1−|us,i|2 |gi |2 −σv2 )
|gi |4
|gi |4
(1 −
− σv2 ) . (30)
= E{y ∗ [n]}
2
2
2
2
(|gi | + σv )
(|gi | + σv2 )2
The converged weight vector at each node will depend on the
level of noise power σv2 . Larger σv2 may cause each node to
converge to a significantly different value. With the assumption
of |gi |2 ≫ σv2 , (30) can be reduced into
E{bs,i [n]}n→∞ ≈ −E{y ∗ [n]}σv2 ,

(31)

which is not a function of us,i and gi anymore. Furthermore,
all of the weight vectors approximately converge to the same
value.
By taking the corresponding weight coefficient from
(i)
ws [n], we can write the solution of (22) in a vector form
(1)
(M)
(i)
ws = [ws,1 , · · · , ws,M ]T , where ws,i is the i-th element
(i)
(i)
of ws [n], which means at node i, only ws,i needs to be
calculated. w can be written as
ws [n + 1] = ws [n] + µs bs [n] ⊙ t[n] ,
2

)⊙ ȳs∗ [n].

(32)

where bs [n] = us ⊙g ⊙(l1 −|ȳs [n]|
One advantage
of this selection strategy is that only local CSI is needed at
relay nodes.
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2) Consistent CMB (CCMB) adaptive algorithm: By taking
uc,i = 1/gi ,

(33)

w,u

(34)

which is unrelated with the coefficient gi , implying that all of
the weight vectors calculated by each node are the same, or
we can say the algorithm is consistent. In practice, it is not
necessary to calculate all of the weights at each node. Instead,
node i only needs to calculate wi [n + 1], which can be written
as
∗
[n]ti [n] , (35)
wc,i [n + 1] = wc,i [n] + µc (1 − |ȳc,i [n]|2 )ȳc,i

with ȳc,i [n] = uc,i ỹ[n]. Similarly, in vector form, we have
wc [n + 1] = wc [n] + µc (l1 − |ȳc [n]|2 ) ⊙ ȳc∗ [n] ⊙ t[n] . (36)
3) Iterative CMB (ICMB) adaptive algorithm: In the last
two solutions, we used different strategies to decide the
estimator ui and then the weight vector can be calculated
consequently. Now consider equation (21), which has no
closed-form solution. Taking the gradient of (21) with respect
to wi and ui , we arrive at the following ICMB adaptive
algorithm
∗
wit,i [n + 1]=wit,i [n]+µit uit,i [n]gi (1−|ȳit,i [n]|2 )ȳit,i
[n]ti [n]

uit,i [n + 1]=uit,i [n] + µu (1 − |ȳit,i [n]|2 )ȳit,i [n]ỹ ∗ [n]

1
Ekr[n] − u ⊙ ỹ[n]k2
M
E|wi∗ xi [n]|2 ≤ pi , for i = 1, · · · M ,

min fr =

(29) will be reduced to
E{bc,i [n]} = E{y ∗ [n]}(1 − E|y[n]|2 − σv2 ) ,

node power transmission constraint, we can formulate the
following optimization problem

(37)

where µit and µu are the stepsizes, and ȳit,i [n] = uit,i [n]ỹi [n].
Define ȳit [n] = [ȳit,1 [n], · · · , ȳit,M [n]]T . Then (37) can be
written in a vector form as
wit [n + 1] = wit [n] + µit uit [n] ⊙ bit [n]

uit [n + 1] = uit [n]+µu (1 − |ȳit,i [n]|2 ) ⊙ ȳit [n]ỹ ∗ [n](38)
∗
where bit [n] = g ⊙ (l1 − |ȳit [n]|2 ) ⊙ ȳit
[n]ỹ[n].
For distributed beamforming algorithms, assumption of
global CSI at each node is not practical. (19) for RSB, (32),
(36) (38) for CMB are adaptive solutions for relay networks
based on local CSI only. However, as a compromise, the global
parameter y[n] has to be broadcasted back to the relay nodes,
which incurs extra power consumption. At the beginning of
each communication session, a training stage is required.
However, with the learning process converging, less and less
feedback is needed and some low complexity techniques such
as set-membership (SM) [35], [36] can be used to further
improve the data rate. Except for the local CSI, the proposed
algorithms have extremely low computational complexity,
which is especially important for relay nodes comprised of
mobile handsets. Moreover, the adaptive algorithms proposed
here can also track channel variations very rapidly, which will
be shown in the simulations part.

C. Constrained adaptive beamforming with local CSI
In this subsection, we will consider the problem that each
individual node is restricted in its transmit power, which is
particularly important for battery-powered relay nodes. Taking
the RSB adaptive algorithm as an example, with individual

(39)

where E|wi∗ xi [n]|2 and pi are the average transmission power
and the maximum power transmission for node i, respectively.
This is a nonconvex optimization problem that can be solved
as follows.
First we use the normal adaptive algorithm in (32) to
calculate w̃i [n + 1] and the instantaneous power transmission |w̃i∗ [n + 1]xi [n + 1]|2 , and then compare it with pi . If
∗
2
|w̃i∗ [n + 1]xi [n + 1]|2 > pi , normalize
√ |w̃i [n + 1]xi [n + 1]| by
|w̃ ∗ [n+1]xi [n+1]|2

i
√
replacing w̃i [n+1] by wi [n+1] =
w̃i [n+1].
pi
In this case, the modulus normalization of w̃i [n + 1] will
keep the individual power transmission under the allowance.
Meanwhile, this processing will affect the convergence of the
MSE algorithm and a suboptimal solution may be achieved
when some of the sensors power transmission budgets are
lower than actually required. However, due to properties of the
adaptive algorithm, part of the loss will be compensated by
some other nodes with sufficient power budget automatically.
Note that the power constraint for the destination feedback
signal at the training stage is not considered in the paper.
Similar idea can be used for the CMB adaptive algorithms
and it is omitted here.

IV. P ERFORMANCE

ANALYSIS

A. Overhead analysis
The proposed adaptive algorithms require a training stage
at the beginning of a communication session. Suppose this
stage lasts for K snapshots before converging to the target performance. Each snapshot includes 3 time slots, i.e. reference
signal (r[n]) from source to relay node, relay nodes forward
x[n] to destination, and the destination feeds back received
y[n] to relay nodes. Assume that r[n], x[n] and y[n] occupy
one symbol, respectively. In addition, each relay node needs
the channel coefficient gi , which can be estimated when the
destination broadcasts the one symbol reference signal back to
all relay nodes. In total, the signal overhead will be 3K + 1.
For the 2nd order statistics based algorithm in (10), the
estimation of f at relay nodes need one reference symbol. M
symbols are required for f = [f1 , · · · , fM ]T to be transmitted to the central node, where the beamforming coefficients
wD = [wD,1 , · · · , wD,M ] are calculated, which are then fed
back to the relay nodes using M symbols. In addition, extra
M symbols are required for estimation of g. In total, the
overhead for the distributed beamforming implementation will
be 3M + 1.
Apparently, whether the proposed algorithms have a larger
overhead or not depends on converging speed of the algorithms
(i.e. K) and the number of cooperative nodes M . We will
show in the simulations that with a moderate number of M ,
the proposed algorithms can converge to the target MSE in a
few tens of snapshots, which leads to a smaller overhead than
the solution in (10).
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B. Computational complexity
All the proposed algorithms have a extremely low complexity and suitable for relay nodes with limited power and
processing capability. For each node and at each snapshot,
the unconstrained RSB algorithm in total needs 10 realvalued multiplications and 4 real-valued additions, while the
SCMB, CCMB and ICMB require 13, 17, 21 real-valued
multiplications and 4, 6, 6 real-valued additions, respectively.
For the constrained algorithms, extra operations are needed
due to the normalization operation. In the worst case, where
each node regularizes its weight at each snapshot, it would
need extra 10 real-valued multiplications and 1 real-valued
addition.

A sufficient condition for stability is that the stepsize is limited
to the following range
0 ≤ µs ≤ min
k

2
st
λR
k

,

(45)

st
where λR
is the k−th eigenvalue of Rst . Due to effect of
k
noise, the steady stepsize range at each node is different for
the SCMB algorithm.
For the CCMB adaptive algorithm, substitute uc,i = 1/gi
into (45) and (43), and then the sufficient condition for stability
is that the stepsize is limited to the following range

0 ≤ µc ≤ min
k

2
ct
λR
k

,

(46)

ct
where λR
is the k−th eigenvalue of Rct and
k

C. Range of stepsize for convergence
Let us first consider the RSB adaptive algorithm. Define the
weight vector error er,w [n] = wo − wr [n]. Substituting it into
(19) and taking the expectation of both sides, we have

Rct = E{(l1 − |ȳc [n]|2 ) ⊙ t[n]tH [n]} .

(47)

D. Steady-state excess MSE (EMSE) analysis
E{er,w [n + 1]} = E{er,w [n] − µr (r∗ [n]t[n] − ȳr∗ [n] ⊙ t[n])}
The cost function of the CMB algorithms is very compli= E{er,w [n] − µr (Rtt wo − Rtt w[n])}
cated and it is very difficult to given a reasonable analysis of
= (I − µr Rtt )er,w [n] ,
(40) their steady-sate EMSE. Here we only focus on the RSB adaptive algorithm. For simplification, we will drop the subscript
where we have used E{r∗ [n]t[n]} = rtr = Rtt wo and {} in all of the parameters in the following analysis. At the
r
E{ȳr∗ [n] ⊙ t[n]} = Rtt wr [n]. The stable condition of nth snapshot, the MSE of the beamformer can be written as
limn→∞ E{wr [n + 1]} = wopt or limn→∞ E{er,w [n + 1]} =
0 is equivalent to E{Π∞
M SE[n] = E|r[n] − wH [n]t[n] − η[n]|2 = E|r[n] −
n=1 (I− µr Rtt )} = 0 [37]. A sufficient
condition for stability is that the stepsize is limited to the
(wo − ew [n])H t[n] − η[n]|2
following range [37]
H
∗
= M SEmin + E{eH
w [n]t[n]ε[n] + t [n]ew [n]ε [n] +
2
H
eH
(48)
(41)
0 ≤ µr ≤ min Rtt ,
w [n]t[n]t [n]ew [n]} ,
k λ
k
where M SEmin = E|ε|2 = E|r[n] − woH t[n] − η[n]|2 is
tt
where λR
is
the
k−th
eigenvalue
of
R
.
tt
the minimum MSE. When n → ∞, the weight vector error
k
For the SCMB adaptive algorithm, defining the matrix ew [n] → 0, and we can then define the steady-state EMSE as
Rsx = I + µs |us |2 ⊙ |g|2 ⊙ (l1 − |ȳs [n]|2 ) ⊙ t[n]tH [n] and
ρ = lim M SE[n] − M SEmin
using (32), we have
n→∞

=

es,w [n + 1] = wo − ws [n + 1] = wo − Rsx ws [n]

= −Rsx (wo − es,w [n]) + wo
= Rsx es,w [n] + µRst wo ,

(49)

For convenience, we define the a priori estimation error as
(42)

where
Rst = E{|us |2 ⊙ |g|2 ⊙ (l1 − |ȳs [n]|2 ) ⊙ t[n]tH [n]} (43)
and wo is the optimal solution as defined in equation (8),
which could be achieved by each relay node through (27), i.e,
the optimal solution w(i) [n]n→∞ calculated at each relay node
is optimal and identical. However, due to separate optimisation
of ui and w, the optimal solutions for SCMB at each relay
node are different, as shown in (27). However, as proved in
(29) and (30), the differences of weight vectors calculated at
each node with different ui , gi are very small based on the
assumption that the noise power σv2 is small compared to signal
power σs2 . Then we have Rst wo ≈ 0. Substituting it into (42)
and then taking the expectation operation, we have
E{es,w [n + 1]} = E{Rsx }E{es,w [n]} .

H
lim E{eH
w [n]t[n]t [n]ew [n]} .

n→∞

(44)

ea [n] = (wo − w[n])H t[n] = eH
w [n]t[n] .

(50)

Substitute it into (49), and we have
ρ = lim E|ea |2 .
n→∞

(51)

The EMSE of a stochastic-gradient (SG) based algorithm
has been analyzed using the energy conservation method [38],
[39]. However, due to difference in signal model and the resultant element-wise multiplication, it is not straightforward to
apply the standard analysis to our proposed adaptive algorithm.
To analyze the EMSE, we first rewrite E|ea |2 as
ρ = lim E|e∗w,1 [n]t1 [n] + · · · + e∗w,M [n]tM [n]|2 .
n→∞

(52)

Now we establish the following assumption:
Assumption 1: when n → ∞, ew,i and ew,j are uncorrelated for i 6= j.
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and

Then (52) can be changed to
M
X

2

ρ = lim E|ea | = lim
n→∞

n→∞

i=1

M
X

2

E|ea,i | = lim

n→∞

i=1

E|e∗w,i [n]ti [n]|2

, (53)

2E{Re(e∗a,i ei [n])}

ew,i [n + 1] = ew,i [n] − µe∗i [n]ti [n] ,

(54)

where ei [n] = (r∗ [n]− ȳi∗ [n]). Taking the Hermitian transpose
and multiplying t[n] with both sides of (54), we have
ep,i = ea,i − µei [n]|ti [n]|2 ,

(55)

∗

where ep,i = (wo,i − wi [n+ 1]) ti [n] is a posteriori estimation
error. Solving for ei [n], we have
ei [n] =

ea,i − ep,i
.
µ|ti [n]|2

(56)

(57)

We can rearrange and take the modulus of (57) as
|ew,i [n + 1] +

e∗a,i 2
e∗p,i 2
|
=
|e
[n]
+
| .
w,i
|t∗i [n]
t∗i [n]

(58)

Taking expectation and canceling the uncorrelated items, (58)
can be simplified as
E|ew,i [n + 1]|2 + E|

e∗a,i 2
e∗p,i 2
2
|
=
E|e
[n]|
+
E|
| , (59)
w,i
t∗i [n]
t∗i [n]

which is the so-called energy conservation relation. However,
different from the one derived from [38] that contains all of
the reserved energy of the array, (59) is the reserved energy
for one node only. When the filter operation is in steady state
for n → ∞, we can also write
E|ew,i [n + 1]|2 = E|ew,i [n]|2 .
|e∗ |2

(60)

|e∗ |2

p,i
Then (59) is reduced to E |tia,i
[n]|2 = E |ti [n]|2 . With (55),

E

|e∗a,i |2
|(ea,i − µei [n]|ti [n]|2 )∗ |2
=
E
.
|ti [n]|2
|ti [n]|2

(61)

Expanding and simplifying (61), we can rearrange it as
E{µ|ti [n]|2 |ei [n]|2 } = 2E{Re(e∗a,i ei [n])} .

(62)

For ei [n], we have
ei [n] = r[n] − ui ỹi [n]
= r[n] − ui gi wH [n]t[n] − ui gi η[n] − ui vi [n]

= r[n] − ui gi woH t[n] − ui gi ea [n] − ui gi η[n] − ui vi [n] . (63)

With the optimum solution, woH t[n] = r[n]+υ[n], where υ[n]
is the noise, respectively.
Assumption 2: In the steady-state, |ti [n]|2 and |ei [n]|2 are
uncorrelated [38]. Then
E(µ|ti [n]|2 |ei [n]|2 ) = µE|ti [n]|2 [ai + bi + |ui gi |2 |ea |2 )] (64)

ea,i [n])}

= 2Re(ui gi )E|ea,i | ,

(65)

where ai = |1 − ui gi |2 Ps and bi = |ui gi |2 (συ2 + ση2 ) + |ui |2 σv2 ,
Ps = E|r[n]|2 . Taking i from 1 to M and summing up (65)
and (64), separately, let the two results be equal to each other,
which leads to
2

M
X
{Re(ui gi )|ea,i |2 }
i=1

= µE

M
X
i=1

|ti [n]|2 [ai +bi +|ui gi |2 |ea |2 )] .

(66)

For the RSB adaptive algorithm, since the optimum coefficient ur,i = 1/gi , ai = 0 and bi = συ2 + ση2 + σv2 /gi2 . Then
(66) can be reduced to

Substituting (56) into (54), we have
(ea,i − ep,i )∗
ew,i [n + 1] = ew,i [n] −
.
t∗i [n]

M
X
i=1
2

e∗w,i [n]ti [n].

with ea,i =
In the next we will focus on limn→∞ |ea,i |2 only. Note that
(18) can be written as

= 2E{Re(ui gi e∗a,i

2|ea |2 = µ

M
X
i=1

|ti |2 (συ2 + ση2 + σv2 /gi2 + |ea |2 ) .

We can obtain |ea |2 as
P
2 2
2
2
2
µ M
i=1 |ti | (συ + ση + σv /gi )
2
.
|ea | =
PM
2 − µ i=1 |t̄i |2

(67)

(68)

V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In our MATLAB simulations, the signal power is normalized as σs2 = 1 and the input SNR is adjusted by changing the
noise power. We set ση2 = σv2 = σn2 = −20 dB (i.e. link SNR =
20 dB) unless otherwise specified. However, for the traditional
2nd order statistics based algorithm, we assume that the links
from the central node to all relay nodes have a higher SNR
since this approach has a flexibility in selecting the central
node among the source, relay nodes and destination. Therefore,
we assume σε2 = σǫ2 = −30 dB. f and g are generated
following the Rayleigh distribution with unit variance. Since
any node with low quality channel can not contribute to the
performance very much, a relay node selection process is
adopted and only the channel gain |fi |2 > uT and |gi |2 > uT
will be selected for cooperation, where uT is the threshold
and here we use uT = 0.25 for all simulations. The relay
node number is M = 30 and the stepsizes are µr = 0.004,
µs = µc = µit = 0.008 and µu = 0.001 unless otherwise
specified. The initial values for the weight vector
is set as
√
w[1] = 0.01(ones(M, 1) + j · ones(M, 1))/ 2. The transmitted signals for both RSB and CMB algorithms are QPSK
(Quadrature phase-shift keying) modulated and in the RSB
case, the reference r[n] = s[n] is assumed known at the
destination.
1) Simulation 1: We first examine the MSE performance of
the traditional 2nd order statistics based algorithm in (10), the
direct RSB (D-RSB) algorithm in (7) (assuming y[n] is known
at each node), and the two proposed RSB adaptive algorithms:
the unconstrained RSB (U-RSB) and the constrained RSB
(C-RSB). The results are shown in Fig. 2. The normalized
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Fig. 2. Simulation 1: MSE for algorithms in (10) and (7), and the two
proposed RSB adaptive algorithms.

Fig. 3. Simulation 1: Individual node power emission for RSB and 2nd order
statistics based algorithms (M = 30).

transmission power for each node is the same and p1 =
· · · = pM = 0.003. There are two stages in the simulation:
at the first stage (snapshot number n from 1 to 150) we have
M = 30 nodes; at the second stage (n from 151 onwards), 10
sensors exit the relay network. The purpose of this setup is to
demonstrate the tracking capability of the proposed algorithms,
which is based on the scenario that during the communication
(adaptation), some relay nodes in the network have to exit the
system due to reasons such as low battery power, or some
nodes moving out of the effective channel, or more possibly,
some nodes’ own need for communication. From Fig. 2 we can
see that all of the proposed algorithms have adapted to the new
environment very quickly and reached the steady-state within
only few snapshots. On the contrary, the traditional 2nd order
statistics based algorithm shows significant performance loss
after 10 sensors leave the network.
Moreover, the U-RSB result has almost completely overlapped with that of D-RSB, which means that the method by
first feeding back y[n] to all relay nodes and then estimating its
value is quite effective. On the other hand, the unconstrained
algorithms (U-RSB and D-RSB) had a faster convergence
speed than C-RSB, but converged to a little higher steady-state
MSE, which is because the convergence speed and steadystate MSE are affected by the values of stepsize. A larger
setpsize leads to a faster convergence but comes with a higher
steady-state MSE, while a smaller stepsize results in a slower
convergence speed but also a lower steady-state MSE.
For the first stage (snapshot number n from 1 to 150,
M = 30), in terms of MSE, compared to the 2nd order
statistics based algorithm in (10), the proposed U-RSB has
achieved a lower steady-state MSE. The reason for this is that
the feedback for f and wD introduced two estimation errors,
while the proposed algorithm only has one estimation error
(i.e. y[n]). In terms of overhead, the proposed U-RSB can
converge to the same MSE as the 2nd order statistics based
algorithm in (10) by using only 20 snapshots for training.
According to the analysis in Section IV-A, the total overhead
of the proposed algorithm is 3K + 1 = 61 symbols, while for
the 2nd order statistics based algorithm, the total overhead is

3M + 1 = 91, an increase by a factor of 1.5. At the second
stage with M = 20, the overhead of the 2nd order statistics
based algorithm will be reduced to the same value (i.e. 61) as
the proposed adaptive algorithms.
Fig. 3 shows the transmission power at each relay node at
the first stage (M = 30). For the U-RSB, it varies significantly.
8 out of 30 relay nodes used more power than the normalized
power allowance. However, for the C-RSB, all of the relay
nodes used less power than the allowance. Considering that the
constrained algorithm achieved a lower MSE with the given
stepsize and data length, the power has been used much more
efficiently in this case. Interestingly, to achieve the optimal
solution by 2nd order statistics based algorithm, all of the
individual relay node has consumed much more power than
the proposed adaptive algorithms (i.e. U-RSB), which implies
that the proposed U-RSB is more energy efficient.
2) Simulation 2: In this set of simulations, the performance
of our proposed unconstrained SCMB (U-SCMB), unconstrained CCMB (U-CCMB), and unconstrained ICMB (UICMB) algorithms are compared with the constrained SCMB
(C-SCMB), constrained CCMB (C-CCMB), and constrained
ICMB (C-ICMB) algorithms. The results are shown in Fig. 4.
We used individual power allowance p1 = · · · = pM = 0.003.
All the other settings are the same as in Simulation 1. From
Fig. 4 we can see that the unconstrained algorithms (USCMB, U-CCMB, U-ICMB) have converged faster than the
constrained algorithms, however, the steady-state MSE is a
little higher as a cost. Again, the results show that the proposed
adaptive algorithms has very prompt response to the node
leaving the relay networks. Note that the three unconstrained
algorithms (also the three constrained algorithms) have a
very similar performance, which leads to almost overlapped
learning curves.
As shown in Fig. 5, for the three unconstrained algorithms,
most of the relay nodes used much more power than the set
allowance and the distribution is extremely uneven. However,
with the added constraints for all of the constrained CMB
algorithms, the individual power consumption at each node
has become less than the allowance.
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Fig. 5. Simulation 2: Individual node power emission for CMB algorithms
(M = 30).

3) Simulation 3: The output MSE of the constrained algorithms versus power consumption (pi ) for different input SNR
values is shown in Fig. 6, where the left one is for the RSB
algorithms and all of the settings are the same as in Simulation
1 except for the variable pi ; the right side subplot of the
figure is for the CMB algorithms with the same parameters
as in Simulation 2. Since the CMB algorithms have a similar
performance, in this set of simulations, we only compare
the pair of SCMB (C-SCMB and U-SCMB) algorithms to
try to find a proper individual power constraint level pi . In
order to show better steady-state MSE performance and reduce
the large stepsize caused high error-floor, the stepsizes in
this simulation are reduced to µr = 0.001, µs = 0.003,
respectively. From the figure, with the input SNR increasing,
all of the MSE values with different pi have decreased and
for the unconstrained algorithm, it dropped almost linearly.
For the RSB case, when normalized transmission power
pi = 0.0001 and 0.0005, the MSE performance of the
constrained algorithm is much worse than the unconstrained
one, especially for high input SNRs, which is due to that
the power allowance for each node is so low that even with
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Fig. 4. Simulation 2: Output MSE versus the number of snapshots for the
CMB algorithms, with M = 30 for the first 150 snapshots and M = 20
afterwards that.
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Fig. 6. Simulation 3: Output MSE versus the input SNR for different pi .
Solid lines are C-RSB and C-SCMB in sub-figure (a) and (b), respectively.

maximum allowed power, it still can not reduce the MSE
effectively. Form the figure we can see that when pi = 0.005
and larger, the constrained and unconstrained ones can reach
nearly the same MSE for different SNRs. With an even larger
pi , the MSE of the constrained algorithm increased to the
same level as the unconstrained one since in that case, the
individual power constraint is so large that no normalization
is really needed any more in the C-RSB, which is then reduced
to the unconstrained one. A similar trend can be observed in
CMB on the right side subplot of Fig. 6. In particular, for
pi = 0.005, the unconstrained algorithms outperformed the
constrained ones at high SNRs (e.g. 20 dB and 25 dB), while
at lower SNRs (e.g., 10 dB, 15 dB), it is the opposite.
4) Simulation 4: In this set of simulations, the excess MSE
derived in (68) and the simulated results were compared, as
shown in Fig. 7 for different SNR values from 5, 10, 15 to
20 dB. With the number of samples increasing, the EMSE
values dropped sharply at the beginning. For the small SNR
(for example, 5dB) scenario, |ea |2 achieved the theoretic value
at about the 2500-th snapshot. With the input SNR increasing,
|ea |2 gets smaller according to (68), and it takes longer for
the curves to converge to the theoretic values. For example,
it takes 40000 snapshots for the 20dB case, much more than
the 5 dB case. Overall, the results show that even with a high
input SNR, our theoretical analysis matches the simulations
very well.
5) Simulation 5: The uncoded bit error rate (BER) of
the RSB and CMB algorithms at the steady state (after 60
snapshots in our simulations) in terms of the energy per bit
(Eb ) to noise power spectral density N0 ratio (Eb /N0 ) are
shown in Fig. 8. For the RSB related results in Fig. 8 (a),
we can see that the proposed algorithms (C-RSB and URSB) show around 2.5 dB gain compared to the 2nd-order
statistics based algorithm (there are no enough samples to
estimate the 2nd-order statistics), while the D-RSB and U-RSB
curves almost coincide with each other completely, which is
consistent with the BER performance in Simulation 1.
Note that the CMB scheme is a blind approach and due
to less information available to the system, its overall perfor-
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complexity and overhead. As shown in simulations, they
have outperformed the traditional 2nd order statistics based
algorithm in terms of MSE and BER performance, overhead,
tracking capability and energy efficiency.
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mance is not as good as the RSB scheme, especially at low
SNR scenarios. For moderate and high SNR ranges, the BER
curves of the CMB algorithms are shown in Fig. 8 (b), with
a fixed µ1 = 0.004 for all CMB algorithms and all other
parameters are kept the same as in Simulation 3. We see all
of the algorithms have a similar performance, which matches
the MSE analysis shown in Simulation 2.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, by estimating the destination received data
through a feedback link to the relay network, a class of adaptive distributed beamforming algorithms has been proposed
which can achieve a globally optimum solution by employing
only local channel state information. With the MMSE criterion, a reference signal based scheme is first derived, followed
by a constant modulus based beamforming scheme when the
reference signal is not available. The overhead and stepsize
range for the derived algorithms were provided and the EMSE
for the RSB case was studied based on the energy reservation
method. The proposed algorithms have low computational
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